May 4, 2020

Dear Human Service Students:

In regards to fieldwork classes for the Fall 2020 semester, we are in the process of finding out which of our approved agencies will be offering virtual fieldwork services so that you may perform these duties to fulfill your 120 hours. When we know which agencies will have this available, we will let you know on the agency directory. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 situation remains fluid and unpredictable so we must all be patient and flexible, but I am sure that there will be no face-to-face contact allowed. Any request for direct physical contact at an agency will need approval from the CSUF President. However, there is a possibility that in future months, perhaps October, November, December, students may start going to agencies and maintain proper social distancing and use precautions. Please remain flexible and don’t start to seek an agency until **Mid-July**. When you do, follow normal procedures as outlined on our website about fieldwork instructions. We will continue to provide you updates as soon as I learn more. We will hope to see to it that every student fulfills the needed 120 hours somehow..... Best Dr. Kanel, Chair of Human Services: kkanel@fullerton.edu